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18,000 letters sent first class

Mailing error
cqstly ·to USF
oversaw the project, called itan
"experiment" and the first of "a
continuing program" and said
it will be followed by another,
probably in the fall.

By Benjamin Waksman
Oracle· Staff Writer
An . administrative error
doubled _the mailing cost of
18,000 information letters sent
by President Cecil Mackey to
· "parents and members of the
USF family.: '

M o
_ clc fires -lceep
' volunteers hot'
1

By Ellie Sommer
Oracle Stiff Writer

If Wednesday night Fires seem to occur with regula-rity,
it's only because -the North Hillsborough County Fire
Department_plans them in adv~nce. ·
The 30-man department handles emergencies for the
North Tampa area ·which includes all student dwellings
around the University.
·
Donated old houses and vacant lots are set ori fire as part of
the Wednesday night dri"lls to keep the volunteers alert and
Continued on page 1 0

Farm worl<ers head
· to speal< tonight
By Tom Palmer _
Oracle Staff Writer
United Farm Workers
organizer Manuel Chavez will
speak tonight at 8 in the
Theatre.
Chavez, - who 1s the
coordinator of the United
Farm Workers Organization
Committee (UFWOC) in
Florida, is the cousin of Cesar
Chavez, the o.rganizer of the
California grape boycott.
'Florida's migrant population
has been the target -of Chavez'
efforts, _ having
already
negotiated a contract with
Coca-Cola 's
· subsidiary,
Minutemaid.
_ Pressure is.:._still being applied
on Talisman Sugar Corp.,
south of Lake Okechobee in
one of Florida's chief growing
areas.
The T alisman picketing was
marredJan. 25by thedeathofa
picket hit by a truck laden with
sugar cane. _T he victim was
Nan Freeman, an 18-year-old
coed from Massachusetts. ·
Look ing back on the

expenences of the California
campaign, Chavez said that
after the agreements were
xeached, many of the growers
discovered that unionization
actually benefited them, too.

\

The letters, "a special
report"
on
various
.administrative actions and
views of current problems,
were mailed first class at the
beginning of Qtr. 3 instead of
normal bulk rate, costing
taxpayers $1,440 instead of
- $600.
According to James
Vickrey, special assistant to the
President, the error wa·s
committed
somewhere m
communications between the
Information Services office and
USF Postal Service.
Scott Muelleroflnformation
Services said that his - office
had sniffed the letters into
envelopes ;rnd l:iundled them
into packs following
instructions from Campus
Postmaster J .W. Boyd <:>n
requirements for bulk mail.
'Something happened after
they left our office," he said.
Boyd refused to comment on
any aspect of the mailing.
Vickrey said it is impossible
to _determine exactly the source
of the error. and that since it is
one department's word against

the other he has no way of
truly finding out.
Vickrey, who wrote the
letter with Mackey and

He added that although
information involving such
costs is puhlic he -"really
couldn't blame" Boyd for
refusing to divulge it.
"Anybody could call up and
get that sort ~f information
then," he said .
He

said

he

has

gotten .

Continued on page 1 0

SG ta-sic me-m bers
resign in protest -/
announced ' his mtenuon to
form an alternative Task Force
"for the purpose of drafting· a
Citing false synthesis of . document reflective of the
i<;leas, _ the three . Stu_<;ient 1 needs and desires of all
~~gn{ent's · o( the ·u niversity
Government (SG) members of
community."
the Task Force on The Book
resigned yesterday m an
Bill Davis attacked the abbreviated session.
present process for distorting
In a prepared statement five
the recommendations. "Our
minutes after the start of the
recommendations go through
meetmg, SG Pres. Mark
their cycle and come out
Adams announced ''as
atrocious, "Davis said.
concerned
student
"We're constantly r~vising
representatives, we can no
and resubmitting for Mackey
longer participate m this
and Mackey never sees our
activity."
Continued ori page 2
Adams
immediately
By Mike Kilgore
Oracle Staff Writer

Adams to defend SG ·reapportionment
... ,,, ....,, Y.

By Pat Allen
Oracle Staff Writer
Student Government Pres.
Mark Adams goes before SG's
spec_ial
reapportionment
committee today to defend his
proposal for reappor'tionment.
Adams' plan, submitted to
the committee y esterday, calls
for apportionment based on the
colleges of the University.
According to his plan, one
senator would be apportioned
per group of 500 students who
had declared a major within a
college. Colleges would be
divided into districts by
grouping students according to
rb<:i.r majors.

"It is important for _
corrzmuters to realize that
under the present.system,
they d(lfl 't _have effectual
choice. It is difficult for
commuters to know their
candidates."
-- Mark Adams,
SG President
Each district would be
represented by one or two
senators in most cases. More
than two senators would be
permitted when necessary to
avoid separating
students

declaring the same major.
Students
with
declared
majors would be permitted to
vote only ·in the district to
which their major had been
~ssigned. Students who had not '

declared a major would be
allowed to vote in the district of
their. choice.
Vasancies would be filled by
nomination of the appropriate
college councils. with
confirmation by the- student
senate.
By the end of last year, more·
than 80 per cent of the s·tudent
senate had been appointed, he
said.
"When -legislators get tired
of their positions, they bail out
without a second thought
because they don 't have to
work to get elected," he said.
Candidates
student

fo r

'
Continued on page 12

•

•

Asl<ew acts agains t fed eral rev1s1on
1

A lobbying effort against the
provisions in a federal revenue
sharing proposal that would
give more money to states that
. levy personal income taxes, has
been organized by Gov.
Reubin Askew.
Askew tax aide Greg
Johnson said the governor "has
been in contact with all other
states which don't have
personal income taxes, to put
together · a lobbying effort"
against the provision.
Askew was instrumental in·
removing ' the original
provision giving no money to a
state that did \ not ievy a
personal income tax, but still

rState, ·
-L-----R ap Up'
wants to remove any personal
income tax qualification.

*****
Findings of a U.S . Civil
Rights Commission heahng on
Tampa police ghetto relations
held last year will -be released at
next week's meeting of the state
advisory committee on civil
r_ights said Bobby Doctor,

South~ast regionai ·director of
the commission, Monday.
"The mee..ting will be held in
order to give findings and
recommendations · on
community relations," Doctor
said. "And we will probably
initiate a followup program. "
'.o n the issue.

*****
Tampa City Council has

Nixqn · to report tonight
on •Vietnam . withdra wals
.

.

. President Nixon will report
to the nation tonight at 10 his
assessment . of the .recent
Vietnam offensive and its.effect
on future troop w.ithdrawals.

.

It will take 8 to 13 years to
end the Vietnam War a secret
srudy revealed last night.
President Nixon ordered the
srudy when he took office in
-1969.
The srudy, -conducted by

*****

World 'wide
:·_,Rap ·->~;PiUp'
--~

-

Henry Kissinger, Nixon's
national security affairs
advisor, said the Communists
are capable of outlasting the
allies indefinitely.

Kissinger returned Monday
from a five-day secret visit to
Moscow, White House sources
said yesterday.
The secret visit was made in
advance of President Nixon 's
scheduled trip to the Soviet
Union next month.
Ronald L.
presidential press
said the meetings
major international

Re~gned _ _ _ _ __
_Continued from page 1

qriginal proposal," Adams
complained.
After the walkout, Task
Force -Chairman P.at Strong
stated, "We should work and
continue the best way that we
,,
.
can . .
The remammg members
decided to leave positions open
for the SG representatives and
allow ~hem- to attend if they
·
desire to do so.
The resigning members held
·a separate- meeting after the
walkout in which they elected
Chris Andriacchi temporary
chairman of the alternative
committee.
Adams said he felt .the new
group would be more credible
·
to the students.
being
is
Force
Task
·"The
manipulated," Adams said.
"At least now, we will be
sending recommendations to
Mackey which honestly state
what we really feel."
A long-standing CO{Ilplaint
from . the SG representativ~s
was the method of "writing
for
recommendations
administrative approval."
Phyllis Marshall, student
affairs coordinator, and a
member of the Task Force, said
she would have preferred for .
~~dents to remain on the
committee.

Ziegler,
secretary,
dealt with
problems.

called for . a voluntary publicrivate moratorium on tree
re~oval umil it can prepare a
new ordinance that wouldbqth
protect ex1stmg trees and
reqmre the planting 9f new
ones.

*****

districts which are to set
priorities on the use of the
state's water resources in future
years.
Bond program. The bill places
on the Nov. 7 election ballot
a referendum asking voters if
they'll approve an issue of
$240-million in state bonds for
land acqms1uon. Of that
amount $200-million would
go for buying up "environmentally endangered" land in .
the areas of critical con_cern; the
)
rest for recreational lands.

Gov. Reub in Askew signed
into law Monday four
environmental bills aimed at
giving the state · control over
and
growth
major
Comprehensive planning.
development:
The land-use bHl goes into Upgrades the Bureau of
operation July 1, I 973. The Planning to division status in
of
Department
'State Cabinet is to adopt a the
comprehensive state p,lan and . Administration and gives it a
· rules governing any sort of primary responsibility for
~evelopment with a "regional developing · the land - use
including major guideline.
impact,"
or commercial
housing
developments and tourist
attractions.of large magnitude.
The other three bills involve:
Water resources. The bill
&
sets up five water-management
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*****
Mental ·disorders, including
alcoholism and criminality may
be inheritable, a [esearch
scientist said Monday .

She added the students were
probably discouraged by ''the
long, hard process" of
Dr. Da~id Rosenthal of the ·
initiating change.
National lnstirute_ of Mental
- Mrs. Marshall sa·id of the
_Health (NIMH) said there is
three resigning members,- Bill
sufficient evidence from
Davis was the only regular
behavioral disorders to qualify
who attended the meetings.
the 1 'genetic hy'potnesis. '. '
Miss Andriacchi was a member
·of the original group during the
The NIMH listed major
summer and was attending ·her
disorders and cited
mental
first meeting since rejoining
the · committee. Adams was -· studies ·implicating inheritable
·
faults in all of them.
attending his second !Ileeting.

G9.RDON'S
·y

JEWELERS

Only for _Mother....

~ .· Remember Ring
,,

·uF~ presents:
HOR-RORS OF DRACULA
COLOR
Released May 1958 by

Hammer Productions, England
One of the best of, the

~olor horror genre

50~
Engineering· Auditorium

7:30 - 9:30

TONl,G HT!

Beveled design, with 1
stone. Add $5.00 for each
additional stone.
Order now for Mother's Day
,CHARGE IT . .. Even If You've Never Had Credit Before!

GQBDO N.'S
V

JEWELERS
Ill TAMPA SHOP AT GORDON'S

. • 3924 BRITTON PLAZA SHOPPING 'OTR.
• NORTH GATE SHOPPING CENTER i
• TERRACE PLAZA, TEMPLE TERRACE
OTHER STORES IN : ST . PETERSBURG . CLEARWATER ,
SEMINOLE. BRAOENTON. PLANT CITY ANO LAKELAND .
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Increased efficiency proved

PATRONI ZE

Phys ical plan t favo rs
four ~day worl<weel<
I

· Following favorable results
in a 6-month experiment with a
four-I 0-hour-day work week,
Rhysical Plant Director
Charles
Buder
has
recommended
its
implementation to the Board of
Regents.
"We were very pleased with
the experiments and want to
get
the maintenance
department and . the physical
plant on a four-dayworkweek," Butler said.
The experiment, · which
began on Nov. 12 , 1971, had
50 maintenance workers from
"all classes of positions within
the department" shift from a
.five-e'ight-hour-day week to a
four-: 10-hour-day week.

¥¥¥
. " "We were very · pleased
with the ex periments and want
to get the maintenance
department and the physical
plant on a four - dayworkweek,"
Charles Butler.

It considered productivity,
absenteeism,
administrative
and unauthorized lea ve,
pos1t1on vacancies and labor
turnover.
Results showed an increase
in efficiency as measured "by
the amou~t of work
accomplished" after comparing
productiv.ity in a regular five-

Adelle Davis, one of the
country's best known and
_ most respected nutrition
expei;ts, will speak here
Thursday at 8:30 p.m. in the
Theatre. She has recently
expanded a new edition of
"Let' s Have Healthy
Children," the topic for her
talk at USF.

Stude nt surve y
finds m /Ore 0Wls '
amon g resid ents
1

There are more "owls" than
"larks" on the USF campus.
A student research team
survey, headed by Resident
Instructor Ken Stoner, showed
27 .5 per cent of 200 students
polled said they identified with
the "owl" cycle, with peak
periods of activity during the
afternoon and evening hours .
About 16.5 per cent of the
students picked the "lark"
schedule 'as their own. "Larks"
are most active during the
morning hours.
Most students, however,
said neither cycle fitted their
life style. About 46 per cent
were mixed types, with peak
activity early in the day and
early in the evening with a rest
period separating the two.
More than half the students
interviewed said they changed
to the mixed pat~em to fit into

the University pattern .
The survey showed that the
University follows a "lark"
schedule of activities because of
reduced scope of evening
courses and services.
"Owl" _students suggested
key University offices be open
later in · the evening and
library hours expanded.
'
"Lark" suggested out-ofclass activities in the morning
to give them access to these
during the time they are able to
be on campus.
· The survey was conducted
March 7-14 of the student
population selected from
Business,
Lang1uage,
Engineering, Physics, and Fine
Arts, and Science. Twenty
four students in Alpha and 36
in Gamma were also included
in the survey.

day week and the experimenta l
one .

OUR

HOMER F. HERNDON
T0 y 0 TA
-

"WE CARE"

Productivity levels showed a
savings of $1,835.60 on job
, samplings.
No significant changes were
found in position vacancies and
labor turnovers . Showing a
decrease in absenteeism level a
. 21.0 to 24.3 increase in mandays was reported .

B u tier

s a i d. s i m i I a r
experiments would be
_necessary in other departments
_ if the four- I 0-hour-day week
were to be considered for tne
rest of the school.
Maintenance personnel were
polled for their feelings . on the
shorter week. Forty six said
they felt more productive whife
the rest said they preferred the
old method.
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NEB_RASKA · Ar FOWLER 971-0007
Now playing Country Cuzzins

STARTS FRIDAY

Asked how their families felt
toward the new plan, 3 7 voted
in favor while 12 voted
negatively and one recorded no
·opm1on.

TODAY'S WEATHER
Fair and cool today with
northeasterly winds _at 15 mJJh .
High 'today in the low 80 's with a
low tonight in the upper 50's.

~SEN
IOR
S
~·
~

-.

.

SENIOR CLASS GRADUATION BANQUET
AT BARTKES DINNER THEATER

MAY· 19 - 6 P.M.
SAVE .2.50 per personNOW $4.00 per person AND $8.00 per couple

TICKETS AVAILABL E:

u.c~ LOBBY

Alumni Association Office, Adm. 190
or .Any Senjor .C~ass Exec. Board Member
ANNOUN~EMENTS A_VAILABLE:
In U.C. Lobby _9-4 Mon.-Fri.
After 4 CTR 222
Until April 28
After April 28 - 9 am-9pm U.C. 222

REMEMBER
Torchligh t June 2
8 p.m. Cresent Hill
Commenc ement 3 p.m.
Curtis-Hixon
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students at the University
Florida. Editorial views herein are not
necessarily those ol the advisor or the
'
University qdministrcitio n

Act ion nee ded· no w for bilce pat hs
Last week a family of fourwa~ipe d liJ- approacl)es allow speeds of 45 mph or"
outwhile bicycling near Orlando. They
above.. The solution is not to lower the
were struck by a car on U.S. 441.
speed limits, but to provide bicycle
paths to insure the safety of those who
The accident was not really not the
use bicycles as a mode of transportation .
fault of the parties involv~d. The sp<:ed
In a past editorial we went into detail
not
did
just
limit was 65 and the driver
not
did
explaining why such bike paths are
see them. While this tragedy
occur in Tampa it could easily repeat
necessary, in fact, essential. The
itself here.
accident in Orlahdo provides a tragic
-illustration.
_ The speed limit on Fletcher A venue,
east of campus is 65 mph. Other
Once agam, .we urge the

Hillsborough County Commission ~
build bike paths on the approaches to
USF. We also ask them to consider the .
same project for areas around the
county both within the city and
outside of it:
We also reiterate our · request that
USF take the initiative in this action and
construct a path on the property it owns
along Fletcher A venue, at least as far as _
Mar-Jo Apartments.
Furthermore, we urge the USF

administration to lead thdt way ,fu
pressing for bike paths in crucial areas of
the county. If USF, as an institution,
makes this request to the commission it
will at least be a guarantee that we will
be seriously listened to .
Bicycling is a legitimate and de.sirable
means of transportation. But if it is to be
a safe cine, bicycle paths must be
constructed. Bicyclists have a right to
ride without endangering their lives.

---- -Ric i< -M i t z - - - - , - . . . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ,

Mr.

'--- ---= ---- ---- ---- ---T he Right Time_-~-- -I thin_k I went through the change of
life one night last week . It seems I bad
barely. out-reached puberty when I
went to bed a swinging single and
awakened the next morning a confirmed
bachelor.

I noticed the first symptom when I
went back to my hometown for a visit.
My mother and I were out shopping for
a bun warmer when we ran into -a
neighbor lady friend- who's known me
all my life.

0~C LE

"Ciel." the blonde lady hollered to
my mother across appliances. "Is this
little Rickie?"
"~ick, you know Mrs. Plumb, don't
you?"

ANPA PACEMAKER AWARD 1967. 1969
ACP ALL-AMERICA N SINCE 1967
Published four times weekly, Tuesday
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weekly on Tuesdays and Th1:1rsdays during
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Printed by Peerless Printers. Inc .. Tampa .
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"Of course, I'd know him
anywhere/' she cackled and continued
as if I weren 't there. "Tell me, how is
the boy? "
"As well as can ,be expected."
. "Is he healthy and productive? "
_ "Considering ," my mother said .
"How proud you and .Morrie must
-be. Tell me, is the boy still single?"
"Yes, Edith ."
Mrs. Plumb placed her chubby hand
on my Mother's Timex . " He'll make a
lovely catch for some lucky girl like my
niece, Estelle. He's so articulate. Listen,
the nexttime he's in town, I'd love to see
him. Have him givemea call and maybe
we can arrange;:: something with Estelle ."
I was at the supermark et recentl y
when I bumped carts in pro~uce with
Mr·s. Stacker, the mother of Marjorie, a
· girl I went to high school with .

"Well, we.II, well," Mrs. Stacker said.
"I read in the paper that you 're still
single.''
"I didn't know they printed things
like that in the paper. "
''Well, I didn't see your name in either
the · married or divorced. lists, so if
you're none of those - you're still ·
single." She beamed .
"Yes, I am."
"A regular Sherlock Holmes, aren 't
I? y OU know -- what did you say your
name was? -- my single daughter
Marjorie is also single. Still. "
"Yes, I know . I read it in the paper. "
She grabbed my celery and
continued. "Well, don 't think she
'couldn't have been a married lady a
hundred times over and then some. And
I know what you 're thinking -- that it's
because of Grapdma Stacker's antique
and heavily insured brooch. " She took a
bite, "Not true. So consider yourself
lucky."
"Lucky? "
"That she's saving herself for you. "
"I didn 't know sbe was. "
"She doesn 't either..But the lady who
does my feet, who also dabbles in tea
leaves, told me that she saw Marjorie's
_s.tar . ascending over your T oyota.
· Which reminds me,,·,_sh.e said ,· fomblin·g
around in her purse, "did l ever show

you the professional photos we had
taken of Marjorie after we had her nose
fixed . _?!'
. The next incident occurred when I
was buying a silver tray for my parents '
golden anniversary.
"You' registered, kid? " the salesman
asked.
"No, I already graduated. "
"Are you married, kid? "
"Not yet."
"What're you waiting for -- the right
girl or something? "
"It just never occurred to me to get
married. "
"Never occurred to you? Now take
my sister, Gilda . .. "
" Yes? ·What about her? "
"Nothing. Just that. T ake my sister,
Gilda. You know, kid, you guys are the · .
ones who are really lousing up the silver
business. And it's not only me -- it's
Manny the monogramme r and L ill y
who puts your ·name on linens.
"You eligible types are putting us· all
out of business. You 're ruining us. Sleep
well with that one on your conscience. "
I now sleep well at night. I am the
proud owner of a monogrammed
sterlfng tea service for twelve which
· ,looks quite elegant on the· board · that
covers my radiato r in- my kitchen.
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------Letters-----NBC's Daley not
pollution savior
Editor:
I would like to comment on
NBC's special broadcast last
week concerning Chicago 's
benevolent dictator (~nd
common ·man), Mayor Daley,
From the slant of the report it
would seem -that Lord Daley
emphatically controls not only
the Windy City and many
decisions
made
1n
Washington's political arena,
but also manipulates NBC's
propaganda machine as easily
as his wife hushes the yap .of
their family dog.
One of NBC's points was
that while Daley's methods
aren ' t strict! y. orthodox
democracy(Daley denies this),
his means are justified by the
results, i.e. the happiness and
welfare of the citizens of
Chicago (his neighborhood).
Chicago is the cleanest of all
the big cities. It has extremely
clean freshwater supplies and
bathing beaches, but NBC
doesn't mention that Daley
pumps Chicago 's enormous
quantities of untreated sewage
into the Illinois River System.
And the garbage that's too
bulky to flow through pipes
into the rivers- is rail-roaded
downwind, out of sight and out
of smell to be buried_ in
periphe_ry counties. T he.means
is not justified by the result
when one replaces the misery ·
and sickness of a select
(Chicago) group by taking the
comfort and health from other
groups.
Air pollution in Chicago is
· very low as far as the ,big cities
are concerned but this is
probably the result of the
prevailing winds (hence the
nickname Windy City) rather
than , Daley ' s political
jnnovations. Also Chicago is
basically a convention center
and so, because most
conventioners come by plane
or train, air .pollution-resulting
from car exhaust isn't severe
Los-Angeles'big problem).
. The industries that exist in
the Chicag~area are spread
over the countryside whereas
New York City's industrial
plants are concentrated along
the Hudson River to extremely
dense proportions-. Chicago
simply had the space to spread
its pollution a little thinner.
Even though these fortunate
circumstances for Chicago
have
nothing to do with
Daley's genius or humanitarian
sentiments, NBC implied very
strongly that if it weren 't for
Daley, Chicago would
probably be as polluted as Los
Angeles or New York . City.
The political, environmental
and industrial factors affecting
the different c1t1es are
extreme.ly
numerous ,
interelated and diverse.
For NBC to declare one man
as savior is-naive, simplistic and
an insult to anyone with

Admittedly, I've received
two parking tickets in the
faculty lot behind the Science
Center for a no-decal violation.
I recently had los~ my first car
(with decal) in a wreck. In
anempting to get another decal,
the security office told me that I
must pay :in extra $1 fee and
bring in the old sticker. This
was impossible since the car
was shipped away after the
wreck . Even though I could
Editor:
prove that the car was totally
destroyed, - the security
I was distressed over a_ personnel required additional
student's letter in Friday's
proof.
Oracle finding satisfaction with
My chief.complaint concerns
USF's parking situation. I can 't· utilization of staff parking
see how this student can
space. During the morning and
approve a parking scheme
afternoon I received tickets, the
pampering the staff and
lot was 1/3 empty. Yet our
virtually ignoring the student.
intrepid parking maids ~pend .
enough energy to look up a few
facts. Daley has not solved
Chicago's pollution problems,
he merely swept them into his
neighbor's yard.
Steven Billingsley
2PHY

Parking fines ·
are too harsh

most of their ti me guarding mother had the spare wheel of
these wasted spaces from her car stolen two months ago
polluting students who might in a commuter lot. Where was
make better use of them. The the security? Probably busy
proposal by Vice Pres. Hartley ticketing cars in faculty lots.
to establish a commuter lot by
Finally, why -such a harsh
the library is great for the penalty for having no decal?
students selected, but what True; I was guilty but why
about the other thousands of must I pay a $20 fine for the
· students that drive cars? Did he two tickets instead of a regular
also consider what happens $4 parking fine . T his makes a
when these randomly-selected nd-decal violation look like a
students are not using the lot? felony!
Understandably , a staff
The spaces become useless, as
member has reason to defend
are many in our staff lots now.
Another point to consider is USE's parking situation , but it
why the stafflots are worth y of makes little sense for a student
patrol while the resident and to do so. If anyone receives a
commuter lots receive little campus parking ticket, he will
attention. Students also pay- , have second though ts about the
$10 for a decal, therefore they situation.
deserve more policing and
Alan T arjan
patroling of theidots also . My
3200

-

Costa Gavras
o gave -us "Z"
now gives us
''The nfess1on''
.

.

,

Paromount Pictures presents

ARobert Dorfmann and Bertrand Java! Production

Yves Montond
Simone Signoret

stoning

in

''The Confession~'
FRIDAY APRIL 28, -_SA TUR-DAY APRIL 29,
SUNDAY APRIL 30
7:30 & 10:00 p.m. ENGINEERING AUD (ENA).
U.S. F STUDENTS $1.00 GENERAL $1.50 .
,--

TICKEJS -NOW AT TAT BOX ..OFFICE -l i: ·1.5 _
- 4;30 ._p·.·~r ..' .· ' .

'('

\

'"I.

..... . . . . f

I.

•
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YOU. TOO, CAN ENJOY THE HIGHEST

DiVerse art exhibits
shqwn in USF gal/e_ries
By Lisa Smith
e>racle Activities Editor
USF .galleries house a
number of constantly changing
exhibits of art and other visual
material.

Library Gallery

The current exhibit entitled
"Making
the
City
Observable,' '. an ecological
display at the LibraryGallery,
will be open until Aprii 28.

Opening May 23
Library gallery will
·• "Faculty Exhibit of
Arts," by the USF
faculty.

STANDARD OF QUALITY
COUNT ON SPOTLESS TO
DELIVER THE BEST
cRAFTMANSHIP AT
COMPETITIVE PRICES
SPECIAL:

.
_ _w-_t
__

Sanlfone
Ctt!!ftrd Maslrr Dry<lranrr

8 lbs. -of budget

in the
be the
Visual
Studio

DRY CLEANING for
(Good only University" Plaza Pla"nt)

Teaching Gallery

CONVENIENT

Guarneri .Quartet
•
USF series set
Recognized as one . of the
world 's premiere chamber
music groups,' 'Guarneri String
· Quartet, "will be in residence at
USF for a Summer Chamber
Music Series June 19-July 1.
1

Under the sponsorship of the
Florida Center-for the Arts, the
quartet will perform in
concerts, open rehearsals and
lecture-demonstrations.
Although in age they are the
youngest chamber group, each
one--violinists
Aronld
Stei~hardt and John Dalley,
v.iolist Michael Tree, cellist
David Soyer- - is a gifted
vutuoso who has won
prestigious
international
acclaim.
The Guarneri was founded
at Vermont's Marlboro Music

Festival at the suggestion of the
Budapest Quartet 's own
second violinist, Alexander
Schneider.

Tqe Teaching Gallery in
F AH is presently . hosting a
collection of graphics by Adja
. Yunkers. The display wi·ll be
removed on April 28.
.
Scheduled next for this room
i.s a seven-weekblock-showing
of graduate thesis works _by
USF students. This displa y .
will be open to the public May
8 throughJune 23.
Theatre Lobby

STORES
...-iM~~•..-.c,..-.c..,.......-.1,._.o,._.u....,.,.-..c,._.•.._..~..............u 4 a a , , t . . _ , . . . . . . , _ ~ ~

'

I

lhark!
,
II - .

I

I

I

I

I
l
I

·
1
Day long head session with SEVEN I
I ·NOTED SPEAKERS-re: "Preserving I

and
Whys", by HUMANISTS of central I
i Florida. 8:00
April
·I
1972 at-Park· .Plaza in Orlando.
i Registration $5.00,
with
student I.D. Box -8511, Orlando,
Florida

Until May 5 a small
The Guarneri plays works .
Florida's Life Quality"
"Drug
collection of student works will
for ·such 20th centur y
occupy the Theatre lobby.
i
composers as .Berg, Webern,
.
.
I
On
May
10,
paintings
and
Sessions,
Kirchner ,
a.m.
·
on
29,
prints by John Catterall will
Schoenberg, Bartok
and
line the walls of this gallery. Hindemith. However, they
I,
The
exhibit will close June 16.
represent the traditional
Most exhibits run from 9
repertory and do not specialize
$2.00,
a.m.-5 p.m. daily,and from 1-5
in modem music.
p.m. Sundays. Those which
require a guard show from 10
The quartet opened the
a.m.-1 p.m. and 2-5 p.m. daily,
inaugural concert at Alice
_3 2806.
_
and from 1-5 p.m. Sunday.
Tully Hall in Lincoln Center
~,.._..,._.....-.c ............,..-.c..-.c.,._...,.-.c,.,_..~..... ~
.,........_..,._._,
and received a standing
ovation. They will give more
than 100 concerts this year,
including a European tour,
AUDIO SPECIALISTS
and 17 appearances m New
3951-53-55 WEST KENNEDY BLVD .
TAMPA. FLORIDA 3 3609
York City.

I

I

tt
J fl

S

Censored
,novie ads
.
· criticized by l(ubriclc

STORE HOURS:
MONDAY· FRIDAY 10 AM - 9 PM
SATURDAY 10 AM - 6 PM

PHILIPS

'

Kubrick wrote a lengthy
Many newspapers recently
letter to the Detroit News in
announced policy of restricting
pictures and suggestive ' response to the papers refusal to
literature from all X-rated or
permit any advertising of the
.
'
unrated motion pictures in their · movie.
edit b r i.a I and d is p I a y
He recalled the words of
advertising pages.
Adolph Hitler denouncing all
but easily understood art as
Staniey Kubrick's . "A
"degenerate art. "
Clockwork Orange" has been
X-rated ; although 1t .retams
Hitler commenting on two
honors from the New York
art exhibitions in Munich, in
Film Critics' Circle.
193 7 said, "Le·t us have no
illusions: we have set outto rid
the nation a_nd our people of aB
those influences threatening its .
existence and character." _
Kubr.ick said he does not
envy the task of censors who
feel they must make the same
"fine
distinctions" in what the
USF's Mu~ic department has
public
may view as "approved
planned two concerts for
art."
today, both free to the public.
He continu·oo to chide theDuring_ the free hour, 2 p.m.,
Detroit
News for deliberately
Richard Morden will give ·a
trymg to suppress another
solo clarinet concert. ~1"he
senior recital will be in FAH , "equally important" for_m of
commu01cat1on.
101.
Kubrick · wonders how/
Also schedu led for toda y is a
-censors
can be so sure of public
baJ?d. concert at 5:30 p.m. The
opinion
in "this age of diverse
Twilight Concert will be
·
social
attitudes.''
..
offered in A rgos Center.

MAURICE STEREO CENTER, INC.

TURNTABLE
MODEL

GA-308

r

Band concert, .
ck.rinet solo
offered today

This
uniql,le turntable is
available now for only:

.

.

$94.50

COMPLETE
SALES AND SERVIC.E
PHONE : 876-1951

The GA-308 manual turntable is a.new twospeed , single play record player com·plete
with integrated tone arm, slide-out phono
_
cartridge mounting plate, stylus overhang
adjustment gauge and hinged dust cover
with open play position .
The drive system of the GA-308 is
uniquely simple . An advancedd esign dy- ·
namically ,balanced, low-speed synchronous motor is matched in operating parameters to the GA-308's record platter mass.
The motor is shock-isolated on the turntable
sub-chassi~ indep·endently of the GA-308's
free-tloating, platter /tone arm suspension .
The complete separation of motor and platter plus elastic belt decoupling, effectively
filters out vibration . flutter and ·fUmble are
reduced to a level below that inherent in
many records.
At the end of a record, the _GA-308's in·tegrated ton"e arm lifts autbmaticahy and the
motor switches off. Tone arm cueing is hy- draulically damped for slow drop to prevent
stylus damage.
The low-mass tone arm with low-friction
bearings anticipates tracking requirements
for present and future phono cartridges. It is
easily balanced and an integral, sliding
gauge on the tone arm provides accurate
stylus force without need for separate measurement. The anti-skate bias control has
separately calibrated _scales for biradial/
elliptical and spherical styli.
The GA-308 manual turntable combines
basic mechan ical designs and functions into
an attractive, silent and convenient instrument for faithful record r.eproduction at
modest cost. Styling with teakwood trimmed
case, smoky hue dust cover and non-reflective satin finish of metal surface quietly
complem.ents a~y decor.

WUSF-TV TODAY
-;-_; schedule-· -~ ·-DRAFT ·BEER ·- 2_; for 1
TODAY AND EVERY WEEKDAY

(Editor's Note: The following

·,

FROM 2 TO 7

schedule of WUSF-TV's weekly
feature in each Tuesday's Oracle.)

Oracle photo by Russ Kerr

_
D ream life

·

Char~cters in Dylan Thomas' surreal night world
interweave, while others, not directly involved in the plot,
tum their backs to the stage action in Schneider's "Dylan ·
· Thomas, Whoever He Was.,,-

2 mi. South of Busch Gardens on 40th St. ·

Wednesday p.m.
· 3:00 Masterpiece
Theatre-- "Episode #5 "- .:C
4:00 The Advocates--C
5:30 Sesame Street
6:30 Great Decisions--C
7:30 Involvement
8:.0 0 Chemistry 483--YOU
8:30 Spanish 313--YOU
9:00 Guitar, Guitar--C
Thursday p.m~
3:00 Soul--C
4 :00 Insight
4:30 . Guitar, Guitar (repeat)--C
5:00 EDF 621--Education--YOU
5:30 Sesame Street--C
6:30 Chemistry 483--YOU
7:00 Chemistry 212
7:30 Chemistry 213
8:00 Chemistry 483--YOU
9:00 EDF 621-9:00 EDF 621--Education--YOU
9:30 SIGN OFF
Friday p.m.
3:00 David Susskind--C
4:45 Feature Film
5:00 A Public Affair/Election
'72--C
5:30 Sesame Street
6:30 Spanish 313--YOU
7:00 Sports Special
8:30 Spanish 313--YOU
9:00 Spanish 313--YOU

"STOP IN AND SEE US"

DON'S TE-X ACO
FOWLER and 30th STREET

·Dylan Thomas' {o play
to~ay, next Wednesday
primarily on greys to reflect the
cerebral aspects of Dylan's

"Dyian Thomas, Whoever
He Was," the second Speech
· department literature hour, will
premier today at 2 p.m. in

early life. in a stream of
conciousness atmosphere.

P.M.

Ml _BACK YARD·-·.

programming will be a regular

TAMPA

RENTAL CARS AVAILABLE
Boe Wood Rental & Leasing Co.

.

.

For Information and Rates
·

· Phone 971-2134

LAN 103.
The characters, townspeople
· of fictitious town in Thomas'
imagination but representative
· of his own, are slightly bizarre
to our minds; but their
personality quirks and their
, neuroses, which become
vividly apparent in the dream,
are well-molded to the plot.
The characters, to-w nspeople
of a fctitious town in Thomas '
imagination but representative
of his own, are slightly bizarre
to our · minds; but their
personality quirks and their
'neuroses, which become
vividly apparent in the dream,
are well-molded to the plot.
The set is limited· in scope of
extravagance,
playing

a

Dracula'
•
premiers
6

"Dracula," the third of the

l.L.J• .BUILDI.NG SUPPLIES & GIFT SHOP

s~:: ~;:,~i~i

1

~~~:::s;t~:~~;
- play tonight at

9

l~
7:30 and

3Pbe 1958 classic, starring

PeterCushingandChristopher
Lee, set in the grim
Transylvanian
countryside,
relates the tale of the "undead"
Count who lived on human
blood. ·
Tickets for the film will be

:;~:;~b~:;',h::!;:rw'.~~~~
ENA

'f.._i.,,~l ..

t_., .•., . •.f.;t,1'_♦ , r.f,ftf-f_'f_t ..t.

-I

SPEC/AL PURCHASE:

,
,
,
'

MEXICAN JUGS AND PLANTERS .............. $1995
VE VE
L T PAINTINGS • • • • • • • . . . . . . . . . . . .
20% OFF
KING SIZE WATE"R BEDS...........
. .... $14 95

t

'
'

l

.

13201 NEBRASKA AVE. :- CLOSE

~~~~~~~~~~~~

l
,,
f
f

t

l

!0 USf

..... ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
........
Jt-J'..,_
•
• I , ,.
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i

•
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,-._.

. ..
·"C

-

-·r

·· ·.•. .~ o ·FFICE ·\··•

· • .:

:>,i
...

• .. ·..;.-:
.. ":
'

--LOU-NGE & . PACKAGE
.SPECIAL

, ..

SUPER BOOZE
.

- · IS HERE!
)

._ 1 Qt. GATA MIST VODkA $5·. 50 + tax

.

WE ~ARRY WINE: BALIHAI,
SPANADA · RIPPLE & CHIANTI BOONE'S FARM
'-'

J&."=========== =-A
-Summer Fashions
. for the individual man ...

;

--:

.

...

FRED·RICK'S A·U TO SUPPLY·
Complete Line ol Auto Parts
10030 N. 30th STREET
TAMPA, FLORID.A 33612
·PHONE 971 -9870

CHARLIE FRED~ICK

·

·'

,---------~-MR.~;; -7
.f.

HOBBY SHOP

f·

f

f
·f
f
f

f.
f

All. ~quipment and
acces~es for:

·f

AIRPLANES-

f

U-Control and RC

CRAFTSCandle Makin_g

l.

-

ROCKETS-·

Single & Multiple Stage

·

t

SLOT RACING-

f.

f
f
f

,

f
f

t
Track and Cars
f
1006 N. 30th St. t
f
~~~~~~~~~-----~~~~.-...-..

Fashions that reflect your fine taste

SLIK CHIK ·
10024 I'.'-'- 30th ST.

PHONE 9.71-2494

.MATE'S -SUB SBOP
INl6 II. 30th. Slleel

- - - - -·--PHONE97_1-:?0J8----'----

Party Room ~vailable

M01. TDU $AT. -11 A.M. T~ I A.M.
SmAY · 1 PM To 1 AM

DRAFT

BEE-R

◄

◄

A

FEATURING

Qut:.TER

HAMBURGER DELm
· al -43c

*

PHONE 971-2081 FOR

-- *

_H OME MADE CHILI - 50c
. 35

GRILLED CHEESE

'

PIZZA

I

1.50

.25

PEPPERONI

1.65

·

.72

MUSHROOM

1. 65

SPECIAL

.86
.80

HOT HAM "& CHEESE

.80

SAUSAGE

1.90

BBQ BEEF

.so

ALL THE WAY

2. 65

ITALIAN SAUSAGE

.86

FISH SANDWICH

.so

SUPER DOG

. 72

ITALIAN SUBMARINE

. 72

JUNIOR SUBMARINE

. 57 -

ROAST BEEF SUB

.86

TURKEY SUB

.86

HAM SANDWICH

.75

EGG SALAD

.so

• FOUNTAIN DRINK - PEPSI, CR. PEPPER, 7- UP

P it l"P.&M U S H.

ALL MEAT

I

I

1.75

ITALIAN STEAK
HOT MEAT BALL

COLO SANDWICHES

10206 N. 30th St.
PHONE: 971:--1410

REGULAR

HOT DOG - CHILI Se
DOUBLE BURGER

._Mtz4t:u,

I

PIZZAS

HOT SANDWICHES

1.80

- ANY SPECIAL COMBINATION
ADO .35 PER GARNISH

---

FRENCH FRIES

.35
.35

DEVIL.ED CRABS

.30

ORANGEADE

• 19

• 19

MILK

REFA • GERATED

. 28

I

J

•- •- - - - •-a-11_11_q-~•-n-•- _.,......_.,_a_ .

VALUES ·YOU CAN LIVE WITH Al

THE BETTER ·HALF

-

JEANS
JEANS
. · 3 99 • 7 99 Sizes 26-38
Lowrise Hipsters
Midrise Zippers, Buttons, Snaps
Fullrise. What a selection!

TANK TOPS

KNIT · TOPS

.

I

Sale -2/$5_.oo , from $1.99
.

-

100°/o P~lyester Double kn its
SPECIALLY PRICED

$1299

Solids - Fancy Textured

10024 N. 30th STREET
· PHONE 9714254 .

HOURS 10-7

II
I
I

- ON COMBINATION PIZZAS
HIGHER PRICE PREVAILS
PL.US GARNISH

ONION RINGS

...··················~·-···········...
.... WASH, DRY, ..
...
..
FOLD
.
..
..
..
....
1
tb.
24
.
... ECONOMY .DRY ...
..
....
CLEANING
..
.
$200 . ...
..... 8 lbs .
... . Through April 29 ....
....
...
.. With This Coupon_ ...
. 30 MINUTE COIN .
... OPERATED LAUNDRY ...
.
.
... 10004 N. 30th St. ....
... (Poinsetta Plaza) ..
...................................

•'7 ~
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Mail error _ _ _ _ __
Continued from page one

Oracle photo by Bob Fiallo

"excellent response. " We 've
received 15 letters from parents
who were very happ y with the
letter."
He cited some instances
where the letter never reached
"Older
parents.
students'
students who have set up their
own permanent residences and
wrote so on their Student
cards
information
Affairs
received the letters at that
address," Vickrey said.
"Those were the only
addresses we had to go on. "
The project, which
including $222.23 for
envelopes and $2 85 .50 for

Moel< fires___ ___ ___ ____
new material and reinforce emergency procedures.
The men are specialized in various fields, decreasing the
many station operating costs. Electricians can install new
equipment and occasionally a talented cook will produce a
cake for the hungry fire fighters.
In their spare time, experienced mechanics work on the
four fire trucks and one Rescue Wagon.
They receive no compensation ·other than gratification
and donations for their community aid.
Funds are raised through benefits and annual drives. Some
2900 families pay $5 yearly for fire protection. l 'he money
is used to secure new equipment and cover maintainence and
gasoline costs.
The fire fighting equipment comes from county and
private donations with the exception of the Rescue Wagon
purchased by the station.
One of the trucks carrying 2000 gallons of water is the
oldest fire engine in Hillsborough County, but it keeps pace
with the newer engines.

Continued from page one

prepared for actual emergencies in the student-populated
area.
While most of the student population spend weekends on
the road, at parties or at the beach, five USF students with
oy-ier volunteers stay alert for local emergencies .
As volunteers they enjoy the risk and responsibility of
emergency rescue work which for some fulfills the dream of
wanting to grow up to be a fireman.
But the job involves more than fires. The men are man y
times responsibile for saving human lives in situations from
car accidents to heart attacks.
Equipped with "fire phones" in their homes and
emergency flashers in their cars, Lt. Mike Eisentadt, Ralph
Bond, Lt. Lee Shaffer, Dale Del Balzo, and Capt. Mike
Shepp, volunteer services on a 24 hour basis.
Trained in advance to give emergency first aid, these
volunteers maintain constant familiarity with -new
techniques and equipment. The weekly drills introduce this

M
A·
N

u
E
L

letter-printing, cost a total
$1,947.73, and was ch;uged to
the Student Affairs · office
account and will be paid from
Education & General funds
(state-appropriated money).
"It would notmakeforgood
administrative purposes to
presidential
every
charge
expense on Dr. Mackey's
account," Vickery said.
"Since we considered the
letter to concern students we
funded it through the Student
Affairs office," he said .
Drugs at USF was oneofthe
problems discussed in the
letter, which cited several steps
the Administration is taking
"to deal with the number one domestic problem," including
the establishment of a Drug
Analysis program and the
publishing in January of an
eight-page supplement to The
Oracle entitled "The Nickel
Bag of Drug Information."
Other subjects included
"student disciplinary
procedures," the opening of
channels"
"communication
and
students
between
and
administration
construction and renovation at
USF.

Oracle Classifieds

5 Lines $1° 0
(31 Spaces Ea.)

LAN 472

H
UNITED FARM WORKERS
LEADER

TON IGH T
(Wednesda y April 26th)

TAT 8:00 P.M.

,.,.
,

Adm-is sion is FREE
Recept ion Follow ing In
UC Ballroo m

A
V
E

z

Ext. 2620
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Two separate minds formed

Brclin dividing operation
saves ·epilepsy victims
By Dave Moormann
Oracle-Staff Writer
An operation which divides
the brain into two parts and
leaves each part with a "mind of
its own" was explained by Dr.
Robert W. Sperry, professorQf
psychobiology at Califor:nia
Institute of Technology, here
last Friday.
The _operation, which
involves "cutting the brain
down the middle in its right and
left halves," is a last resort to
prevent a fatal seizure from
epilepsy, Sperry said.
In studying the workings of
the brain's two hemispheres,
Sperry said he has examined
people who have had their
corpus callosum (nerve fiber in
brain) separated.
"Each hemisphere has a
separate mind of its own "
following the ope_ration, said
Sperry.
In citing examples of
Oracle photo by Bill Philips
after- surgical affects, he said
Another year slides by
patients often are unable to
Trudy Fay celebrated her 20th birthday April. 18, by slipidentify items placed in one
n-sliding on her new gift from friends around campus.
hand that were recognizab le in
Sliding I along with Trudy near Andros Center is George • the other. It is possible, Sperry
added, for · patients to be
Or.ras.
holding an ob_ject in their hands

•••

The brain's hemispheres act
as if they were "two separate
people with no communication
"One does see signs of
or cooperation," the scientist
confusion when one
explained. "One does see signs
hemisphere thinks the
of confusion when one
other hemisphere has the
hemisphere thinks the other
wrong . answer. Eacli
hemisphere has the wrong
hemisphere is having its
answer. Each hemisphere,"
Sperry
said, "is having its own
own separate and
s.eparate and different .
different
perceptual
. .
"
perceptual
experience.''
experience.
Sperry concluded in his
--Dr. Robert W. Sperry , Friday night speech that his
discoveries on the human brain,
suggest looking for male and
female differences in the mind's
but to be unaware of its
presence.
two hemispheres.

Worldwide chemistry test
published by headquarters
Three new chemistry exams
which will be used worldwide
this year by more than 30,000
students have been published in
the past month by the
American Chemical Society's
(' A C S )
i n t e r n a t i o·n a I
headquarters at USF.
The exams are part ofat least
100,000 new tests (and atleast
twice that many answer sheets)
distributed each year by the
ACS office under the direction

Teaching
innovator~
to speaJ<

of Marilyn Taylor, prog·ram
manager. The exams are used
in the U.S. and 45 foreign
countries. A cs· , offers I 8
different tests in at least 50
different forms for all areas of
chemistry.

physical chemistry, is expected
to be published in July and will
be used to test approximately
4,000 students this year.

When you know
it's for keeps

Chemistry
teachers
administer the tests, the results
of which are valuable in making
One of the new tests is
individual
and
group
designed for advanced high. comparisons between students
school chemistry and will be
in the same school, and with
used by over 16,000 students
levels of achievements m
this year. The other two are . different schools.
college level exams, one in
organic chemistry (to be used
THE ECONOMICS
by 5,000 students) and the
OF THE .COLD WAR $
other in biochemistry ( to be
OR
used by 10,000 students).
BY ROBERT SMITH HUDSON RAND PRESS

Dr. Theodore Ashford, dean
of USF's College of Natural
Science, brought the ACS
program to USF in 1960. He
The inventor of the initial
serves as chairman of the ACS
teaching alphabet (LT.A.), Sir
James Pitman, will speak on
examinations committee. Two
"LT.A. as a Medium
of . other USF professors who
Instruction," Thursday from
serve on the committee are Dr.
3 :30-4: 15 p.m. in the Kiva .
P. C. Maybury, who helps
Sir James'
44-character
write physical chemistry tests,
alphabet, designed to be easer
and Jr. J.C. Davis, who edits all
for the youngster to learn, has
tests.
been met with wide acceptance.
Another new rest, a graduate
An estimated 10 per cent of all
level
placement exam m
beginning readers are using it in-a number of states.
On display at the lecrure will
EL CASINO
be materials employed by Sir
"Night of
James . The specry, cosponsored by the Sou th F lorida
Education~I Council , is open to
OC
Om
1ng

*·--------*
r *
*
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the public~"- ... ~~ . . ~._ .. ·......... _...... .. ..... "' ......... _._ • ._ ........ , .. •• . .. ••• • .... ••
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AT YOUR BOOKSTORE

MONROE. N.Y. 10950
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You can choose Keepsake
with complete confidence,
because the famous
Keepsake Guarantee gives
_written proof of a perfect
engagement diapiond
of precise cut
and superb color.
There is no finer
diamond ring.

~

~ 1 2 s a k : e®
REG.ISTERED

HEALTH AND
ORGANIC FOODS
SPECl~L:
ASCEROLA C
VITAMINS

Buy 1 bottle ofr $3° 0
Get 2nd bottle for 75¢
12303 NEBRASKA AVE.
Phone: 971-0S86
Owned and Oaerated by USF Students

DIAMOND

RINGS

Rings from $100 to $10,000
Trade _M ark Reg. A. ~- Pond Co.

r------------ ·-

I

------------~7

HOW TO PLAN YOUR ENGAGEMENT AND WE~~ING

I

new 20 pg booklet "Planning Your En_gagement and Wedding plus
I
I Send
full color folder -~nd ◄4 pg. Bride's Book gift offer all for only 2.5¢.
S-72
I
I
I
I
I
II
I
~ =- - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1.
I
f . Citv----------Co,________
I ·
I
I Stale--------------'-iP----- I
I KEEPSAKE DIAMOND RINGS, BOX 90, SYRACUSE, N.Y. 13201 _j
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Summer. worlcshop
to · aid DE teachers
Two $7,150 grants from the
Fl orida Department of
Education have made possible
two summer workshops
designed to "i~~rease the
competency of .distributive
~ education teachers. "
'

them from· out ·of state. Each
person recommended by their
State Department of Education
will attend the workshops ,
tuition free, and .$100-week ly _
expenses w ill be given to all
Florida residents.

To be held at USF, the
program will be conduc!ed by
Andrew C. Wallace, assistant
professor of marketing at USF.
The summer session will
consist of an ·advanced
workshop, MKT 583 , and an
intermediate workshop , EDB

Wallace said he uses a
different approach to teaching
in his workshops. "I use a
three-fold
system, "
he
explained. . " I have the
participants abstract basic
textbooks, then to introduce
them . to current marketing
ideas I have them abstract
current professional journals,
and finally I have them visi_t
businessmen in the field. "

651.

A real know-it-all
· Don Caldwell, visitor
"from Tennessee,"
.
has his questions answered by Gail Bryson.
in the Campus Information Center. Open 8
a.m.-9p.m. Monday through Friday and 9
a.m.-3 p.m. Saturday, the center offers
general campus information, · maps, ,
'

'

Oracle Photo by Bob Fiallo

schedules, catalogs, student information
and visitor passes to the 100 to 150 cars
that stop by daily . According to Gail, who's
there "every day but Sunday," the center
also fields over 150 calls daily requesting
information.

Wallace said the _advanced
course will give the high school
and junior college teachers and
coordinators
six graduate ·
· credit· hours , while - the
intermediate course is a five
hour credit.
Thirty people will 6e invited
to the summer prog_ram; 12 of

Senior ·c1ass outlines
graduation activities ·
-

~

T he senior class has outlined
a series of events t-0 highlight
graduation. Petitions for senior class
officer elections will be made
.available April 2 8 in the
Srud.eht Organization .office,
UC 445 and inust be returned
by May ~5:
Election campaigning will be
May 5-12 •with voting May
12-J 9. All students who ha; e
completed 90 qu~rter hours or
over are eligible for voting.
The Senior . Class· Dinner
Dance will be held at Bartke's
Dinner Theater on May 19.
The scheduled performance for
'that night will be "One Flew
Over the Cuckoo's Nest."
Tickets for the . dance
(including dinner and show)
me $4 per · person, or $8 a
~o'u ple. Tickets may be
purchased in. the UC lobby
frorri 9·a.m. - 4 p.m. and in UC

222 from 4 - 9 p.m. The d1.mce
is spon sored by the Alumni
Association.
The · annual Torch Light
Ceremony is scheduled for
Friday, June 2 at 8 p.m. on
Crescent Hill. Seniors wishing
to participate in the ceremony
should arrive a~ 6:30 p.m. The
ceremony,
which . is
traditionally for the purpose of
"passing the torch · of
knowledge" to the next
graduating class, will feature
• guest speaker Dr. Harris Dean,
advisor to the president.
A panel of seniors will
choose the outstanding
professor of the year. Seniors
may nominate the professor
· -which he feels has contributed
greatly
to
student
organizations and has aided
students outside the classrq,oni .
as well as in. One professor is
· selected from each department
on campus.

•

f

r!,:!presentatton. Adva~uages to ·
students under the proposed.
senators would be required to _ apportionment system include
be eligible electors in the - accountability in the Senate and
an identifiable representatioQ,., ·
districts that they seek to
for
an
identifiable
represent. Senators would be.constituency, he said.
required to repo-rt to their
respective · colleges at each
council meeting. · ·
·
"It _ is important for
Adams. ,said . that ··· SG · ·commuters to realize that under
legislators are not accountable · the present system, they don't
or respoiis-ive to students under:
:·have effectual choice," Adams
the present system of · . ) aid . It 1s - dHficult for
Continued from page one .
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EL CASINO
TOM _SAWYER '
RIVERBOAT

*---------*
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The outstanding professor
·will be selected by a secret
committee, and the recipient of
the award will be announ~ed at
the Torch of Light Ceremony.
An outstanding student
leader will also be selected by
the senior class. Points are
a warded to each candidate
based on his contributions to .student orgamzat1ons. The
student receiving the greatest
amount of points will become
.the new outstanding student
leader.
Commencement exercises
will be he.Id at Curtis Hixon
. Hall on June 11 at 3 p.m. All
students who have graduated
sometime between the fall
quarter and spring quarter may
- participate in the exercises.
For further information
concerning any senior activity,
contactJim Crotty, seniotclass
president, OC 222.

Reapportionment_
·~_ _/ _

.

*----------•*

commuters to know their
_candidates, he said.
Adams said that he has seen
only a small minority of
senators and college
representatives who attempt to
find out what their
constituencies want, and that
the present system makes it
.difficult for those who try.
The
reapportionment
committee will meet at I p.m:
in the SG offices, UC l56. The
meeting is open to students .

Wollensak. delivers everything
but the hair

Wollensalc 6150 STEREO
TAPE DECK FOR ·
PROFESSIONAL RECORDINGS
■ Powerful pre-omplifiers with fixed and controlled outputs
· ■ Two-motor drive ■ Open front threading
~

■

Exclusive Record Biad Selector for optimum tape performance

■ 3 Heads ■ Exc!usi~e electro-dynamic .braking
,

Whether you're recording your own· rock or listening to it,
Wollensak is where it's at.
In fact, Wollensak delivers a full line of stereo and ·monaural
tape recorders. Some with separate speakers. Some with handy .
cassettes. Nobody knows more about sound-on-tape or has more
experience in tape recording than 3M Company. No wonder you
can expect the best from the bold new world of"Wollensak sound. ·
. But Wollensak can not deliver the hair.
You'll have to grow your own .

the·
·stereo
shop
1536 so~h dale.~bry; ta'11PS: florida 33609 .

phone

251-1085 . . ·: ..· t
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TOUR AME T DAYS-Sar. Apr.
29 CTR Recreation area. Contest in
pocket & Carom Billards, chess, table
tennis, & snooker, de~d-line to apply.
Apr. 27, 1972.
ANDROS RADIO-92FM. Call 6512
nightly 9-12 with your requests.
T YPING, fast neat, accurate Spelling
corrected no extra charge. Nina Schiro,
11110 N. 22nd St. 971-2139. Ifno
· answer 235-3261.
Apartment for rent, I BR, unfum , shag
carpet, big walk-in cioset, 3 pools, close
to campus. $120 per mo. Ph . 9714687 .
Weddings PHOTOGRAPHER also
. invitations for all occasions. After 6 call
621-1607
University Oaks now rentiqg large I
bedrm apt. twin beds, furn ., central
hear & air. 1407 127 Ave. Ph. 9711307 or 876-83 I 2

-

Classified Ads
VACANT POSITIONS AT U .S.F .
The following P.OSitions are to be filled :
Computer Systems Analyst 1-$8664; 2
Accountant 11-$8664; Bookstore
Super,visor-$5844; Boiler Operator 1$5052; 3 Keypunch OPS-$2.00 hr;
*Secretary Ill 50%--2652 ; *2 Clerk
(l lpm-7am)- $3768;_
I
Typ ist
Secretary II 50 % -$2292 ;
*Secretary 111-$5304 ; *Librar y
Assistant-$7176; (*Require testing) .
THE UNIVERSITY OF SOUTH
FLORIDA IS AN- EQUAL
OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER.
For further information contact
Personnel Services, F AO 11, ext.
2530.

Dealers wanted for ElCasino, call 263 7
by April 27 .

Journalism student needed for IO hrs. a
wk. paid to aid in Layout of Soc.
Science Council newsletter. Contact or
leave message with Don Lacy in Soc.
107 .

Riders. needed to Richmond, Va. or
points in between via. U .S. 30 I and
195. Leave T hursday, May 11 and
return late Sun. May 14. Call Ken 971.
0972 by April 29.

Governess- wanted with reliable
transportation to care for 2 children,
ages 10 & 11 . M-F 2:30-5:30 pm. Full
time after school is outthruJuly 13 ,
974-2341.

·See The Crazy Quilt- (American),
Wed., May 3, 8:00 P .M. in Lan 103 ,
$1.00. "A rarity on any age and experie~ce level!" --Ju"dith Crist.
Will share 1 BR apt with male senior,
grad . ,or mature undergrad . Apt is fu rn .
AC., pool $7 5 mo. See after 6 pm at
1403 #2 V illa Lane-Northside Villas.
STAY
TRAVELING?
OVERNIGHT .FREE! Stuck at
.
peopl e.
home? .Meet traveling
Exchange privileges with members in
U.S . & Canada. Write: University
T ravelers Club, Box 914 7, Berkley,
CA. 49709.

""

GO TO EUROPE- Tampa-LondonTampa $2 15 . June 17, return Sept. 2.
For information see David, Soc. 301 .
Large 3 BR house for rent. Wooden floors, fireplace, porch, lake, 12 acres.
Close to school. Call Steve 949-6492 ;
9-35-6243. Best House Offer Yet!
Dear Robert,
Happy Birthday! Present this
one
for
·
coupon
kranerfasterspunortsnuckle special at
your convenience. !LY . Who else???

LOST & FOUND
~~

~iliai
LOST! Silver female Bedlington. Red
collar with tag. Poodel like. Child 's pet.
Reward! Call 988-4386 .
FOU D: Dark grey Schnauzer,
unclipped ears. Vicinity USF. 23282 15.
MO EY FOUND 1n La n
Audito rium Monday, Apr. 17. Owner
should come to Lan 4 72 & identify by
amount and bills:

JOBS
MEN&WOMEN
Earn . Top Money Part-tim e:
Promoting student travel programs . .
Call COLLECT: (617) 599-02 87 .
TEACHERS WANTED: C ontact
Sourh:West Teachers Agenc y . ..Box
433 7, Albuquerque, N. M. 87106.
"Ou.r 26th Year. " Bonded and a ,
member of N.A.T.A .
MEN! DAILY CASH! When· yo u
have· a free da y (or night) come to
Handy Andy. Daily Cash. Instant
Jobs. Warehouse, Construction, Gen' I
Labor. Truck Driving. Open 5:30
AM. Come early. HANDY A 1OY
TEMPO RA RY
LABOR/ I DUSTRIAL
SERV ICE . 1733 W. Kenned · Blv '.

" Houseparent . couple, Group care of
children. Livein position. Prefe r grad
J; tud ents for 2 yr. minimum
employment. May have one y oung
child. Call or write Children 's Home
10909 Memorial Highway, Tampa,
855-4435. "
Students: Can you spare three or four
hrs. per day to make extra money? No
selling experience necessary. Ph. 8726579. '

' 65- E con61in Van . Engine ,
transmission good shape. Needs body
work . $400 or best offer. Call Ken
238-6086 .

For sale-Vivitar 28mm pre-set f2 .8
lens with Nikon mount, •like ne'"w $30.
Vivitar 2X extender for Nikon-MeterCoupled $10. See Dick Strong FAH
143 or 949-6956.

1969 VW Bug. light blue. Has good
tires, brakes, running gear and interior.
Needs valve job. Must sell. $850 or
best offer. Ph. 971-J-612.

3-M portable copier. $40. Panasonic
T ape Recorder, only 10 hrs. playing
time. $65. Call Frank, 974-6035 , Mon .
& Wed.

71 Kawaski 500 Mach . 3, front
extended 6", Z bars, 2 helmets, less
than 4000 mi. but baby due. Cycle in
excellent cond. Best offer. Ph. 93 76654, T apron Springs.

Puzzle Rings-Sterling silver-& 14 kt. ·
gold 4 thru 17 bands. Made to order.
Contact Tracy Davis Desoto 623
between 6 & 8 p.m. No phone-leave
message.

MISCELLANEOUS
FOR SALE-~•
-~167 Porche 912 5-speed. Some body
rust, engine has 30,000 mi but needs
valv~ job. $2500. Call 974-6360 or
6361 Beta 203 . Leave message.
CORVETTE 70 Red Convertible
AM-FM Radio, 4 speed 350cc-350
HP 24,000 mi. Balance of 50,000 mi .
warranty, $3595. , Call 877- 1997

For sale-Leica camera mint cond.
50mm F-2, 135mm Telephoto Leica
Lenses, Weston meter & case. Contact:
B. Tuttle, 5132 E. Fowler after 5 pm or
FAH 143. $200 .

For Sale-17' Grumman Aluminum
Canoe, 6 mo . old, excellent conditon.
Includes 2 paddles, line, plus cartop
carrier. Call 971 -3246. ·
'65 Corvair engine - automatic. Great
condition-recent tune-up. only $75.
Call 971-5346.

stallion,
sa.e-Thoroughbred
For
excellent for stud or pleasure. Grade
geldings both English Pleasure-calm,
gentel~resonable Call 253-8861, ext.
297 or 932-9943 .

•-----------•*
*---------•*
EL CAS fNO

Friday, April 28
9:00 P.M.
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Softb all in ·s·e cond weel<

.I

By John Brill
Oracle Sports ·Wrire.r The Greeks are at it again.
Men's intramural softball is in
th_e middle of a sec~nd week of
high-scoring contests.
Intramurals at most schools
are recognized by their Gr~ek ,
names, but USF boasts
everyday common names like
PE and Chemistry, or better
yet, how about Redmen or
Wonder Warthawgs?
,
They're even 'Greek' to the
Greeks . .
And the names are fighting it
out daily from 4: 15 to 6 p.m. at
the IM fields . You can take •
_ your choice from high-scoring
contests or nip-and ~tuck
games.
Monday's results showed an
8-7 game between •winner
Alpha 2 East and Alpha 4 East.
Or, if you would rather have
seen a slug fest, TEP whipped ~
Sigma Nu, 29-.8.
Oracle photo ~y Tom Palmer

John ·Motta, Beta Ground East

runs to third

Olympi c Pre-Tria ls
accept ·uSF. judo team
The USF Judo team has
qualified for the Olympic pretrials in Philadelphia this
weekend and four men will
represent USF at the national
tournament.
· There is still a question
whether Jerry Moore will be
able to attend the· NCAA
tourney because, although he is
;m eligible club member,
Moore is not a registered USF
- student.
Tom Masterson, who
qualified for the pre-trials three
weeks ago tn St. Louis,
captured this weekend 's
Florida AAU Open Grand
Championship, as .well as his
15 4-pound title.

having qualified m the St.
Louis
tournament with
Masterson.
Faculty advisor Dr. Rainulf
Stelzman wiU not accompany .
hi_s nationally-recognized team
to Philadelphia. He.will stay to
teach classes.
J

Raft -Race
dead-line
_set 1oday-

Maybe you like high scores
and a close game ro lied into
one: TKE and FIJI provided
that combination with TKE
capturing the scorekeeper's
nightmare J8-15.
IM otfice has now" installed a
10-run rule effective after on_e
hour of play.

IM scores
Intramural teams can -have their scores
published inThe Oracle by
calling {974) 2842 or
2619 after the game.
Scores must be
reported before 8 p.m ..
the day the . game is
played,
with
the
exception of . games
scheduled . Friday,
Saturday or Sunday.
Late scores will not be
_accepted.

OraclE: photo by Tom Palmer

Dennis Galloway, Beta 2 East,

, .. ·. slugs a single
USF's Intranfurals also has
names that fit into the nearby
community. How would you
like to bet a six-pack on · the
Budmen vs. Buschmen? -.
Some other favorite names
are the Dead End Kids,
Undecided and Free: Dead End
has a reco_rd of 1:-1, but are
looking for more progress in ·
the future. Undecided is the
state of mind I'm usually in, but
the tea.m is 3:0 and tied .with
Sigme Digme for first place in
the · Southern League: Most
people like the word Free even
though the tealJ1 is having a bad
season. They have a costly 0-6
slate.
Beta 2 East upped their

.Today is the last day for
Greeks and freaks, residents
and independent teams to enter
the Great Raft Race.
,
. Nine prizes in three div is ions
ht the St. Augusti~e
will be awarded; including an
tourney, Bob McAuly won the
over-all
award for creative
open division and Moore took
design.
third in_.,. the 405-pound
Coordinator
Andrew
USF continues to upgrade its ba_sketball program by scheduling
- division.
Honker announced judges
big name schools for seasonal play, and the latest addition to the
Phil Van Treese, who is µp
today.
schedule is the Florida State Seminoles.
Th.e y include:
for ·promotion to black belt in . Engineering Dean Edgar
· May, capmred second in the - Kopp, floatation; Troy
The Golden Brahmans will rravel to Tallahassee to play: FSU
. over-all heavy weight division.
.during
the 1972-7'5 season and the Seminoles will come to Tampa
Collier, vice-president for ·
the
year
after.
Student Affairs, size; and
· Tom Rigg, · outstanding
Phyllis Marshall, student
freshman team member, was
If these games are successful, a possible home-and-home series
organizations, esthetic qualties.
unable to attend the St.
will begin.
'
Entries "may not exceed 6' x
Augustine tourney for ·
6' and must be registered with_
financial reasons, but will
The Seminoles finished second in the NCAA Tournament last
HonkeratPED 100,ext. 2125.
compete m Philadelphia,
month, losing the -finals to UCLA 81-76. ·-

Semino les vs. Brahm ans
in 72-73 baslcet ball -·

record to 3-0 with a 21-3
victory over Beta 3, West to
grab the lead in . the Beta
League. ~appa Sig leads_ the
Green League with a perfect 30 ledger. Two- and three- way·
ties exist in 'the other leagues for
-the top spot.
In the latest action: Iota 2 7,
Zeta 2 O; Alpha 1 · West 15,
Alpha 4 West 12; Beta ground
8; Beta 1 East 3; PE 9, Just Us
4; Alpha 2 West 22, Alpha 3 West 8; and Theta 1 19,
Lambda 7.·
The IM office also reports
four undefeated teams in
Women's Volleyball. They
are Kappa Delta Green, BSU,
M1,1 3 West and Oelta Dorm.

Today's games
4 15
=

Delta Tau Delta vs. Tau Kappa
Epsilon
Harve v~ . Tetra.cans
DeSoto 623 vs. Redman
Joint Effort vs. FHAC West
· Sigme Digme vs. Space Cadets
Beta 3 East vs. Beta 1 East

5:30"
Just Us vs. Mean Green
Phi Delts Theta vs. Sigma Alpha
Epsilon
Buschmen vs. ·Multby's
FIJI ,vs. Lan:ibda Chi Alpha
Alpha 4 West vs. Alpha 1 East

...

Nine- 'Olympic' races
star cyclin.g students
Cheers!

Tom Barnes, Sharon Myers, Theta-Iota-Lambda Pony
and Bill Langer were among Express followed by Kohler,
Leading Brahman fans
the speedy cyclists in the first Barnes, and Langer,
in cheers during the
annual Bicycle Olympics held respectively.
1972-73 athletic season
, Saturday.
In the · Kappa Tandem,
will be: Nancy Cirioli, ·
USF ·Housing and Food Pecker-Burdette teamed for
Patty
Dennard, Jill
Service sponsored the five=- first, Witold Dosmala and Pat
Duncan, Vicki Smith,
hour event and more than 30 Ponath were second , Andre
_Captain Shirley Taglarini,
persons competed · m the Dosmala and Karen Fellows
Cheryl Toth, Co-Captain
_ Olympics.
were third, and Brown-Myers
Terri Wright, and Debbie
Winners in the Alpha Relay took fourth.
Zahnke. They were
(by team captains) were Mark
Rounding out the Olympics
chosen from a field of 21
Yurchi'sin, first . Jeff Kohler, was Langer who won the Mu
applicants .
second, and Dave Westridge Slow-Poke Race followed by
third.
Dave Westridge.
Oracle photo by
in the Beta Marathon, a
Nancy McMillan
men's multispeed race, Andre
W'
Kosmala took first with 7:46.l
while second was Ken White.
(Because Kosmala was not a
The two-day Olympic
resident, the prize was a warded Regional
-Qualifying
m
. m:=mllmB_lm!R_!ff
lffil?l~~~~~t~
to White.) In me!J.'s single Tournament for wrestling will
~.- mmEJii1fflffl!lH jj ]jj;;: !JJ!Uk::cm II -~
speed, Tom Barnes took first, be here starting Saturday.
while Sharon Myers captured
Weigh-in begins at 9 a.m.
women's single speed honors.
with a clinic at f2 :30 and
Bill Langer took first in the matches under international
Gamma Tricathalon- followed 'rules- starting at I p.m. in the
by Myers and Barnes, while USF gym.
Keith Peckler· won the Delta
Egg Balance.
EL CASINO
In the Epsilon Slalom Myers
Tickets at U. C.
seventh inning with the score
took first while Barnes was
Information Desk
By Valerie Wickstrom
the umpire, securing the game
second,
and
in
the
Zeta-Eta
Egg
tied
at
two
apiece.
With
two
for USF.
Oracle Sports Editor
,
Relay Andre and Witola *-•s•1•·•5•0•w-it•h-1.•D•·-•*
outs for USF, Mike Campbell
Kosmala
Davis,
took first, Myers and
Reteneller
and
hit a single. He then stole
USF played "giant killer"
Marvin
Campbell
Browri
each
were second, .···························· ······:
were
credited,
second· and went to third on a
yest_erday and pulled a.surprise
LIBERATION :
md Peckler and Beth Burdette
with two hits, and Davis threw
fielder.'s choice by Al Cross.
win, taking Florida Sm.; thern5were third. ·
three base-stealers out in the
Jeff Davis singled and
2.
MUSIC.
Another non-resident, Benji
ninth.
Campbell came in for the
The Moes Were last year's
Solomon took first place in the
wmnmg run .
SERVICE
Mario
Rivera, recently
NCAA College Division
Two
insurance
runs
were
recovered from a bout with
1112 Busch Blvd.
Champions and were leading
.
BiCYCLES
scored
in
·
the
eighth
as
pneumonia,
hit
two
clutch
the division 24-4 prior to the
Reteneller scored on a single by
Complete Line of
Newest Released Albt,1ms :
singles in the fourth and sixth
Brahman game yesterday.
Don Ellison and Campbell
innings for USF.
: While They Ar.e- Still New :
Raleigh Bicycles
.
Winning ·. pitcher Rayscored when 'a Southern third..
__;
--._.
·•.
Also
Racing
Totals
were
11
hits
and
no
Reteneller set a school record
basFman missed the ball_:
errors for USF, six hits_and
Accessories
striking out 15 players and was
In the bottom of the ninth,
The -Usual 10% Discount :
four
errors
for
Florida
credited with two hits as well.
Moc John CarroH,' Southern's_
With This Coupo!1
Southern.
The Brahmans took the
leading batter, was thrown· out
L-------------- ':
game m the bottom of the
of the game for arguing with
Now 16-12, USF plays
CYCLE CO.
Phone 935-5912
:
'Florida .today in Gainesville at
1605 N. Franklin St.
;
. 229-8-409
: Hours 11 :30 am-8:30 p · :
3:30.
.
Moster Charge - Bank Americ'a Cord

-

AAU Wrestling .trials Saturday

·t:,~=
___
,_

Take NCAA champs 5-2

/

*-----------·*

B,rahman s beat Florida Southern

.

___ ______

TAMPA

24-hour endurance run
set for student ·teams
You;ve heard of the 24hours of LeMans - now U_S F
offers its own -24 hours for
students on May 6:

The Physical Education
Department is sponsoring the
marathon run under the
planning of PE majors.

INEXT VPI

T earns can consist of two to
male ,and / or · female ·
members. T earns do not have
to run the' full 24 hours, but
~hould try for at least one. The
PE department goal is a
combined 24 hours by the
teams.

Today
Baseball, USF vs . Florida at
Gainesville, 3:30 p.m. ,·
· Soccer, University State Bank
(USF) plays USF Soccer Club under
the lights at 7:30 p.m., football field.
USF Karate Club, Intermediates 89:30 p.m., Gym dance room.
Winajammers Sailing Club, 6 p.m. in
UC 255 .
. \
Surf Club, 7 p.m. in UC 203 .
Sports Car Club, 8 p.m. in UC 201.
Yoshukan competition Karate at 7
p.m., Gym fencing room.
l "hursd~y
Tennis, USF plays Jacksonville, 2
p.m., Andros Coum.

...

.
..............................
.
.
......

.WE SPEAK
fluent FRIES

IO

~ach team will have to
provide its own food, drink,
and sleeping bags or tents,
according to · coordinator Ken
Chorney.
The 24-hour event will start
May 6 at IO a.m. and end
Sunday. The 24-Hours of
,USF will be at ·the track.
Interested students' ·should
call
Xen Chorney at 9717147 or Chuck Smith at 9742168.

I

Our fries speal< a
'language you'll dig in
one rap. '
Very tender, very crisp,
very hot.
It's a wonder they haven't'
-been banned.

.
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Start your own spring celebration with Tyrolia, Californi'a
white wine and natural fruit flavors. The new wine
that captures the spirit of spring. Pure wine that's as
light ~md bright as that first spring day. With the
crisp, clean taste of oranges, lemons and flowery
__ spices. Drink Gallo Tyrolia, the wine of spring.
~~ And celebrate!
.
·;
.
.

!":.~"~
·; . ~!:;~&
~~~·~-.~
Callo Vineya rds, Modesto, Cal ifornia

/
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